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NEWS RELEASE

Peri & Sons Farms Achieves Sustainable Certification
YERINGTON, NV. (January 28, 2016) – After years of hard work, planning and preparation, Peri & Sons Farms announced it
has recently become the first domestic, onion farming operation to achieve the Sustainably Grown certification from SCS
Global Services (SCS). The certification also extends to the company’s entire USDA Organic certified vegetable farming
operation.
The certification was issued by SCS in accordance with the producer requirements of its Sustainably Grown standard,
which meets some of the world’s highest environmental, social and economic criteria. Achieving the certification through
a stringent third-party audit requires an unwavering, company-wide commitment to the mission.
Pamela Peri, executive vice president at Peri & Sons Farms, describes the experience. “Undergoing this level of
commitment to sustainability forced us to scrutinize and evaluate every aspect of both operations―from office to fields to
packing sheds. We firmly believe that the overall benefits to our employees, our community and our customers will be
well worth the investment in the long run.”
SCS’ Founder and CEO, Dr. Stanley Rhodes, also weighs in on the recent news. “We congratulate Peri & Sons Farms for
this significant accomplishment. Achieving the Sustainably Grown certification is by no means an easy task. This standard
is based on comprehensive, science-based criteria aimed at minimizing environmental impacts and providing a safe and
healthy work environment. By achieving certification, Peri & Sons Farms demonstrates that it has the processes and
management systems in place to grow its products in a sustainable manner.”
At its organic operation, Nevada Fresh Pak, the company grows and ships certified leafy greens and a diverse array of
vegetables. The greens are shipped under well-known prepackaged salad brands as well as Peri & Sons Farms’ own
“Nevada Fresh Pak” label as part of the company’s Locally-Grown Organics program.
Upon receiving notice of the certification, Sara Brinkley, director of food safety and organic certification at Peri & Sons,
said, “We are thrilled that the years of hard work and dedication have brought us to this point. Achieving SCS Global
Services’ Sustainably Grown certification―one of the most rigorous, voluntary agricultural certifications offered―is just
the beginning. We will continue to demonstrate our commitment to upholding the highest levels of social and
environmental responsibility, worker protection, and product integrity in the years ahead.”
The farm’s earth-friendly philosophy and land stewardship spans back three generations. Even in the early days of
establishing Peri & Sons Farms, before sustainability was a topical issue, David Peri understood that the livelihood of the
business, and of those who depended on its success, was directly tied to the health and well-being of the environment.
Teri Gibson, director of marketing and customer relations at Peri & Sons, sees this as another good chapter in an already
great story. “As a company we are all about being proactive and transparent. It’s just part of our company culture to blaze
trails rather than wait for industry mandates. We think that sustainability is becoming an important differentiator in the
marketplace and we believe it adds significant value to our brand.”
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Peri & Sons Farms and Nevada Fresh Pak plan to remain fully committed to sustainable practices with the goal of
meeting/exceeding produce-industry standards because after all, sustainable agriculture is all about people, planet and
profitability and what could be a more worthwhile undertaking.
###
About Peri & Sons Farms
Peri & Sons Farms has been growing, packing and shipping onions for more than 35 years. Today they farm thousands of
acres each year; selling over 350 million pounds of onions throughout the U.S. and across the globe. Their dedication to
food safety has earned the GFSI/GlobalGAP certification. Nevada Fresh Pak, the Peri’s other farming operation, has been
growing a wide variety of USDA Certified Organic leafy greens and vegetables since 2006. For more information about our
Sustainable Farming program contact Sara Brinkley 775-463-6301 or by email at: sara@periandsons.com. Marketing and
Public Relations contact Teri Gibson 775-463-6324 or by email at: teri@periandsons.com.
About SCS Global Services
SCS Global Services (SCS) has been providing global leadership in third-party quality, environmental and sustainability
verification, certification, auditing, testing, and standards development for three decades. Its programs span a crosssection of industries, recognizing achievements in green building, product manufacturing, food and agriculture, forestry,
power generation retail, and more. SCS is accredited to provide services under a wide range of nationally and
internationally recognized certification programs. Consistent with its mission, SCS is a chartered benefit corporation,
reflecting its commitment to socially and environmentally responsible business practices.

